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Summary    An instrumentation magnetic tape dubbing and evaluation station is being
established at SAMTEC in an effort to improve the quality of data provided to the range
users. An analysis of the problems associated with the dubbing process along with the
development, configuration and operation of the station are presented.

Introduction    Instrumentation magnetic tape is the primary storage media for the raw
data representing billions of dollars of expended hardware and manpower, but the
magnetic tape remains one of the weakest links in the transfer of telemetry data from the
test vehicle to the mission analyst. Valuable data is lost daily, not only in producing the
original recording, but in the tape duplication (dubbing) process.

SAMTEC is establishing a centralized station for the duplication, evaluation, and quality
control of all telemetry recordings produced under SAMTEC direction. This station will
be established in an effort to provide improved telemetry data to the mission analyst and
to minimize recorder/reproducer problems.

Problem Analysis     SAMTEC recognized certain considerations necessary to overcome
problems associated with the dubbing process in implementing the station. The first of
these considerations was the almost universal problem of recorder/reproducer
incompatibilities (References 1, 2, 3 and 4). These incompatibilities are characterized by
differences in equipment setup procedures such as bias level, record level and
equalization, head azimuth alignments, and record head gap widths.

Another consideration is the data format and track assignments. There are currently three
basic types of recorded telemetry data at SAMTEC. These include predetection recorded
FM and PM modulated PCM data, postdetection recorded data, and wideband FM
recorded data.



The wide variety of recording processes, track formats, mixer formats, and recording
tape widths specified and utilized by the range users requires extensive reconfiguration
of the receive/record stations for each operation. This reconfiguration increases the
station workload and introduces additional possibilities for error. Patching changes can
be minimized through the use of a standardized type of recording with a standard track
and mixer format for each operation at the acquisition sites. User-peculiar formats can
then be provided during the dubbing/formatting processes.

At SAMTEC controlled telemetry stations, most tape dubs are presently produced by
playing the original tape back on the machine it was recorded on. This method was
initiated in an effort to overcome many of the dubbing problems associated with recorder
incompatibilities. It has been highly effective when compared with previous methods.
However, the acquisition sites are not designed as dubbing facilities. The acquisition
sites require long turn-around times from mission configuration to dub configuration;
errors introduced in the original recording are multiplied in the dubbing process; and
only one or two dubs can be made at me time, requiring as many as five passes of the
original tape to produce the required number of dubs. The acquisition stations are not
configured for evaluation of the quality of the dubbing process, resulting in some
marginal or unacceptable tapes being sent to the range users.

Development    Tests conducted by Dr. Myron Nichols and the authors (Reference 5)
have shown that degradation caused by the dubbing process is minimized by using
recorder/reproducers with excellent speed stability and signal reproduction
characteristics. Therefore, in equipping the SAMTEC station, playback equipment will
be the best available. The station will be equipped to reformat to the range user’s
requirements, thereby allowing the use of a standard recording format at the telemetry
acquisition stations. The proposed standard format, shown in Figure 1, will minimize
setup time, reduce patching errors and optimize data quality. The servo is placed on the
center track and prime data on tracks close to the servo. The least critical dita, mixer and
timing, is placed on edge tracks since these tracks normally have the most tape dropouts
and dynamic skew.

Predetection record techniques will be used at all times in producing the original tapes.
Predetection or postdetection optimized dubs of the original tape will then be delivered
to the range user.

The effects of recorder/reproducer incompatibilities can be minimized by use of a tape
leader on all tapes. The leader consists of a 13.5 kHz signal recorded on outside tracks at
15 ips for adjusting reproduce head azimuth, white noise or stepping oscillator signal for
checking flatness of frequency response, and a pseudorandom PCM sequence for
evaluating bit error rate (BER). The stepping oscillator signal is useful on tapes going to
outside agencies, since only an oscilloscope is required to monitor the outputs. However,



white noise is acceptable for tapes delivered to SAMTEC from outside agencies, since
no special equipment is required to generate the signal (Reference 6). The pseudorandom
PCM sequence, recorded at 12 db signal-to-noise ratio, is useful as a quick check of
BER. Multiplicative tape speed errors are reduced by having all recorders servo to the
recorded servo signal of the original tape.

System Configuration    The tape dubbing and evaluation station is shown in Figures 2
and 3. It will have sufficient equipment to allow best track selection from the original
tape (on tape pass number one) and the recording and simultaneous evaluation of three
one-half inch dubs (on pass number two). This will require four one-half inch wideband
instrumentation recorder/reproducers, four telemetry receivers, four PCM bit
synchronizers, and four decommutators. Two one-inch wideband instrumentation
recorder/reproducers will be used to record prime data out of the microwave from
acquisition sites and launch complexes and record a one-inch dub or make one-inch to
one-half inch dubs. The one-inch recorders will have IRIG wideband FM Group II
record and reproduce capability for recording postdetection data from the postdetection
microwave channels. In addition, two one-half inch wideband recorder/reproducers, will
be included for rotation during maintenance and as extra dubbing capability when
required. Two strip chart recorders will be provided for display of spectrum analysis data
and “sync” status.

The heart of the system will be a control console containing two banks of monitor
scopes, a switching matrix for monitoring reproduce outputs, a remote control for tape
recorder operation and a multichannel scanner for monitoring record and reproduce
levels on all recorders.

Signal generators, spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes and bit error test sets will be
provided for system test and evaluation. Since tapes will normally be received in the
nonrewound mode, a precision rewinder is provided to reduce problems caused by a poor
pack. Miscellaneous equipment such as timing distribution amplifiers, mux-demux units,
voice monitors, time code readers, and tunable discriminators will be available for
monitoring and dubbing mixer and timing data.

Operation    All tapes will be delivered to the station in an unrewound condition, since
the wind is much better in the controlled tension mode of the recorder. The tape will then
be placed on a precision rewinder, rewound and loaded onto the reproducer for dubbing.
The 13.5 kHz signal on the tape leader is used to optimize reproduce head azimuth by
looking at the Lissajous pattern (Reference 1) on the oscilloscope. Optimum alignment is
as shown in Figure 4, with the reproduce heads adjusted to match the record heads of the
original recorder. The tape is then rewound and the equalizers adjusted on the second
pass through the leader if required. The authors have found that band flatness within 



±4 db is satisfactory (Reference 2). Following these adjustments, the BER obtained from
the 12 db S/N leader will be determined.

During the dubbing process, the demodulated data tracks will be parallel patched to
frame synchronizers. Frame sync and word sync status versus time will be recorded on a
strip chart recorder for each track. This data will be used by a data analyst to determine
best track or data source. Continuous monitoring of input and output signals with the
spectrum analyzer by operations personnel will insure a quality product (Reference 6). A
replay of the dub tapes through the frame synchronizers will be used by quality control
personnel to insure that a quality product is delivered to the user. During this dubbing
process, the predetection data will be demodulated; and optimized postdetection
recordings produced for the user in any tape and mixer format that may be required.

Conclusion    SAMTEC has found that the quality of data provided to the range users
can be improved by careful selection and integration of equipment, and by use of the
adjustment and evaluation techniques that have been discussed. Use of these techniques
will minimize recorder incompatibility and quality control problems presently associated
with the dubbing process. Equipment configuration should be optimized for the type and
quantity of original and dubs being processed.
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STANDARDIZED TAPE FORMAT
(SEVEN-TRACK PREDETECTION)

Track Item
1 IRIG A
2 Secondary Data
3 Primary Data
4 Servo (200 kHz at 120 ips)
5 Primary Data
6 Secondary Data
7 Mixer

Mixer

10.5 kHz Signal Strength Track 2
14.5 kHz Signal Strength Track 3
22.0 kHz Signal Strength Track 5
30.0 kHz Signal Strength Track 6
40.0 kHz Voice
52.5 kHz IRIG C or H
70.0 kHz IRIG B on 1 kHz FM Subcarrier

Figure 1
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Figure 4
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